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1 Abstract—Accurate stator turn fault (STF) modelling 
technique is of paramount importance to assess the machine 
fault behavior and develop fault detection and mitigation 
strategies for a fault tolerant machine drive system. In this 
paper, a STF model is proposed for a triple redundant 3x3-
phase permanent magnet assisted synchronous reluctance 
machine (PMA SynRM). The effect of turn fault current is 
represented by equivalent inputs to a general flux linkage 
model for each 3-phase set. Subsequently, the flux linkage of the 
fault turns is derived according to the coil location and slot 
position of the fault. The complete model is obtained by 
combining the flux linkage model with the governing voltage 
equations. The effectiveness and flexibility of the proposed 
model have been validated by extensive finite element (FE) 
simulations and experimental tests in various operation 
conditions. It is demonstrated that the model can predict the 
machine behavior with and without the mitigation action in the 
form of terminal short circuit (TSC). 

Index Terms—Fault tolerant, fault modelling, permanent 
magnet assisted synchronous reluctance machine, magneto-
motive force, turn fault, fault location. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
tator turn fault, also commonly referred as inter-turn 
short-circuit fault, may lead to a catastrophic failure of 

electrical machine drives. It usually occurs in the first a few 
turns of a winding, due to excessive voltage stress resulting 
from PWM operation [1]. Electrical loading, thermal cycling, 
winding vibration and environmental contamination all 
contribute to the winding insulation degradation causing STF 
[2]. Since the faults only involve a few turns, large current is 
induced in the fault path which produces excessive heat and 
causes local hotspot. This further deteriorates the insulation 
and may lead to a complete failure [3]. 

Hence, machine behavior under  STF should be 
investigated for assessing the fault impact and for 
development of fault detection and mitigation action [4]. A 
survey of STF modelling techniques has been presented in 
[5]. In [6], a transient model for an induction machine with 
STF was derived using reference frame transformation 
theory. STF in surface mounted permanent magnet machines 
was discussed in [7-11]. The inductance matrix of the faulty 
and healthy turns was extracted either by permeance network 
or FE simulation. An analytical approach was proposed in 
[12] to quantify the inductance and PM flux linkage. 
Particularly, it is shown that the slot leakage inductance has 
significant influence on the STF current. 

An important fact is that, the machine winding 
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distributions are no longer symmetrical in STF condition. In 
order to capture the changes in the winding distribution and 
resultant magneto-motive force (MMF), winding function 
[13, 14] has been used to calculate the inductance of each 
coil. The approach has been applied in a salient pole 
synchronous machine with coils in series and in parallel 
connections [15, 16]. In [4], a semi-analytical model for 
interior permanent magnet (IPM) machine with STF was 
developed. The flux linkage in fault condition is deduced 
using healthy dq flux linkage maps. A high fidelity STF 
model was developed in [17] based on the inverse of a 4 
dimensional (4D) table extracted from FE simulation. 
However, it can only deal with the STF with fixed turns and 
fixed location. The investigations in [1, 3, 18] showed that 
both the slot location and coil location of the fault turns have 
significant impact on the fault current. They may also affect 
fault detection and mitigation actions. Therefore, an accurate 
and general model is essential to represent the machine with 
STF which may occur in different locations. 

A2

C2

B2

Turn fault

 
Fig. 1.  PMA SynRM with segregated windings. 

In [19], a triple redundant 3x3-phase PMA SynRM was 
proposed as shown in Fig. 1. The conventional overlapped 
windings are divided into three sets of separated 3-phase 
windings, resulting in physical and thermal isolation. The 
electrical isolation is achieved by using three standard 3-
phase inverters to drive each set. This machine has been 
shown to be tolerant to the worst short-circuit fault – a single 
turn STF with application of TSC via inverter as the 
mitigation action [20]. After TSC, the resultant short circuit 
phase currents will essentially nullify the flux linkage in the 
fault turns and consequently, the STF current is reduced to a 
much lower value which is thermally sustainable for the 
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machine. In addition, owing to the winding separation, other 
two 3-phase sets are isolated and can continue operation to 
generate torque. 

However, although the different 3-phase sets are 
physically, thermally and electrically isolated, they are not 
magnetically isolated [20, 21]. The STF behavior is not only 
affected by the currents in the fault set, but also influenced 
by the currents in the other 3-phase sets. In addition, the STF 
behavior after TSC is further compounded by phase 
unbalance. The complex fault behavior of the fault tolerant 
drive system may be analyzed by FE and circuit based drive 
system co-simulation. This, however, is not practical even 
with today’s computing power because of computationally 
demanding FE model and small time step (sub-micro second) 
required for drive system simulation, including PWM 
operation. Further since the factors such as the number of 
fault turns and the fault location in all possible coils and slots 
have significant influence on the machine and drive system 
under an STF, it is impossible to evaluate all the fault 
scenarios and assess the worst case by repeating 
computationally expensive FE-drive system co-simulation. 
Hence, a computationally efficient STF model which can 
represent the machine behavior in all possible scenarios will 
be indispensable for developing fault detection and 
mitigation algorithms for the machine drive over a wide 
operation range. 

Thus, this paper aims to develop a STF model for the 
triple redundant 3x3-phase PMA SynRM. The model is 
mainly based on the general modelling technique described 
in [21] which can predict the machine behavior under healthy, 
one set open circuit, short circuit and unequal current 
operation conditions. The concept and approach are 
extended to incorporate the STF without generating new 
lookup tables. And the key influential factors, such as the 
number of fault turns and their position in the slot, the 
location of the faulted coil, and the currents in the faulty and 
healthy 3-phase sets, are all considered in the proposed turn 
fault model for generality. The rest of the paper is organized 
as follows. Section II introduces briefly the general fault 
modelling technique based on flux linkage map. Section III 
describes how a generic STF is represented in the flux 
linkage based model. The effectiveness of the proposed 
method is verified by extensive FE simulations in Section IV 
and experimental tests in section V. The findings are 
summarized in Section VI. 

 
Table I 

SPECIFICATIONS OF THE MACHINE 
Specification Symbol Value 

Base speed �� 4 000 rpm 
Maximum speed �� 19 200 rpm 
Rated power �� 33.5 kW 
Rated current and gamma angle ������ 120 A (51) 
Nominal DC link voltage ��� 270 V 
Turn number of each coil � 8 
Faulty turn number �� 1 
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Fig. 2.  Turn functions of the coils in set ABC. 
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Fig. 3.  MMF over set ABC region. 

II.  GENERAL MODELLING TECHNIQUE 
The specifications of the machine under consideration are 

given in Table I. The three independent 3-phase windings of 
the machine are denoted as ABC, DEF and GHI. Each 3-
phase winding set occupies 120 mechanical degrees with 
each phase consisting of two coils in series. By way of 
example, the turn functions of the coils in set ABC is plotted 
in Fig. 2 [14]. The distribution of the turn functions of a 
complete winding set is known as winding functions [22]. 

A general model has been proposed in [21] to represent 
the healthy, open circuit, terminal short circuit and unequal 
current operation conditions of the 3x3-phase machine. 
According to [21], the MMF over the whole airgap, which is 
calculated by multiplying the winding functions and phase 
currents, can be divided into three parts with each associated 
with a 3-phase set region. The typical MMF, ��, over set 
ABC region is illustrated in Fig. 3. It consists of an AC 
component ���� , and an offset component ���� , expressed as in 
(1). 

�� , �� … ��  are the phase currents. ��  and ��  denote the 
amplitude and phase angle of the ��� MMF harmonic which 
are the functions of ��, ��, �� only [23]. According to [21], the 
AC component ����  is purely determined by the currents in 
that set while the offset component ����  is the combined 
effect of the currents in all three 3-phase sets. The phase 
currents ��, ��, ��  can be represented as ���, ��� in dq axis 
system with respect to the rotor position �. Therefore, the 
MMF over set ABC can be expressed in (2) as a function of (�, ���, ���, ���� ). 

The MMFs over sets DEF and GHI can be expressed 
similarly as in (3), which also consist of an MMF AC 
component and an offset component. The variables are 
defined in the same manner as those for set ABC. 

�� = ���� + ����                  0° ≤ � < 120° ���� = ∑ �� cos(3�� + ��)���,�,�…   ���� = �� (�� + �� − ��) − �� (�� + �� − ��)                 − �� (�� + �� − ��)  (1) 

�� = �(�, ���, ���, ���� ) (2) 
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�� = ���� + ���� = ���, ���, ���, ���� � �� = ���� + ���� = �(�, ���, ���, ���� ) 
(3) 

Thus, the MMF over each 3-phase set region can be 
expressed as a four-variable function, �(�, �� , ��, ���) , 
consisting of an MMF AC component and an offset 
component. (�, �� , ��) determine the MMF AC components 
while ��� is the total offset component due to all three sets. 

The MMF of each 3-phase set, denoted as �(�, �� , �� , ���), 
determines the flux density in the airgap and hence induces 
flux linkages and torque in that region. As a result, the flux 
linkages and torque of one 3-phase set are functions of the 
four variables (�,  �� , �� , ���). They can be computed off-
line by FE, and stored as 4D tables. Thus, the flux linkages 
and torque of one 3-phase set can be obtained by 
interpolating the 4D tables with the 4 input variables (�, �� , �� , ���). 

The block diagram of the proposed general modelling 
concept in [21] is illustrated in Fig. 4. The currents of each 
3-phase set are fed into the MMF offset block to calculate 
the offset component ��� of each set according to (1). The dq 
axis currents together with rotor angle � and the MMF offset 
component form the inputs (�,  ��� , ��� ,  ���� , � = 1,2,3) to the 
4D tables, and the resultant dq0 axis flux linkages (��� , ��� , ���)  and torque of that 3-phase set ��  can be 
obtained from the look-up tables. The details of construction 
of the 4D tables through FE computation are described in 
[21]. The model captures the machine behavior in healthy, 
open circuit, short circuit and unequal current operation 
conditions. Its effectiveness has been verified in [21]. 
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Fos calculation
1 1 01 1( , , , )d q T  
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Fig. 4.  General modelling diagram. 

 
Fig. 5.  Schematic circuit for set ABC with STF in phase A. 

III.  TURN FAULT MODELLING 
The general fault modelling technique described in 

section II is extended to represent the machine behavior 

under stator turn fault.  
Without loss of generality, the STF is assumed to occur in 

coil A1 of phase A of set ABC, as shown in Fig. 1. The 
schematic short circuit fault is illustrated in Fig. 5, where 
phase A has been divided into two parts, denoted as �� for 
the healthy part, and �� for the faulty part. �� represents the 
number of short circuited turns and � is the turn number of 
a healthy coil. ��  and ��  represent the external resistance 
and inductance associated with the fault current path while �� is the current in the fault path. 

A.  Equivalent Inputs for the General Model  
According to the general modelling theory, the MMF of 

each 3-phase set can be described by �(�, �� , ��, ���) . In 
order to incorporate the STF into the model, the first step is 
to derive the equivalent inputs for the 4D tables considering 
the influence of fault current �� for each 3-phase set. 

In STF condition, significant fault current flows in the 
short circuit path and affects the MMF distribution. The 
influence of the short-circuit current on the MMF 
distribution can be accounted by MMF vectors based on the 
rotating field theory as described in [4]. In healthy condition, 
the fundamental MMF vectors produced by the two coils of 
phase A are shown in Fig. 6 and the combined effect can be 
expressed in the phasor form of (4). 

  
Fig. 6.  MMF phasors of phase A. 
 ���� = ���(���(�����°) + ���(�����°)) 

            = 2��� cos 15° ���(��) (4) 

where p is the number of pole-pairs. Under STF conditions, 
the MMF vector of the fault current �� within coil A1 is given 
in (5). ����� = −�������(�����°) (5) 

It should be noted that the ����� is proportional to the 
number of short-circuited turns ��. This MMF denoted by �����  will affect the MMF AC component of the ABC 
winding set. Accordingly, ∆���, ∆���  given in (6) will be 
added to the original ���, ��� to account this effect, and hence 
to obtain ���, ��� under the STF condition. It is worth noting 
that the fault current ��  does not contribute MMF AC 
components to the other two 3-phase sets. ∆��� = − �� ∗ ���� ��� ��° �� cos(�� + 15°)  ∆��� = �� ∗ ���� ��� ��° �� sin(�� + 15°)  

(6) 

In addition, the MMF offset component is altered. The 
extra offset component ∆�����  over set ABC due to �� can be 
written in (7) according to the turn function of the fault turns 
as shown in Fig. 2. ∆����� = − �� ∗ ���� ��  (7) 

The new �����  is calculated by adding ∆�����  to the original ���� . The influence of �� on the offset components of the other 
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two 3-phase sets can be similarly derived and they are given 
in (8). �����  and �����  can be calculated by adding ∆����� , ∆�����  to ���� , ����  respectively.  ∆����� = ∆����� = �� ∗ ���� ��  (8) 

Finally, the modified four variables (�, ���, ���, ����� ) 
form the inputs to the 4D tables in Fig. 4 for the faulty set, 
while (�, ���, ���, ����� )  and (�, ���, ���, ����� )  are the inputs 
for DEF and GHI sets, respectively. Hence, the flux linkages 
and torque of each 3-phase set are obtained by interpolating 
the same 4D tables in [21], for accounting the influence of �� 
and the number of fault turns ��. 

B.  Flux Linkage of Fault Turns 
The general model in Fig. 4 only provides the flux 

linkages in dq0 frame for each 3-phase set. In order to predict 
the STF current, it is necessary to derive the flux linkage of 
the fault turns based on the flux linkages of the fault 3-phase 
set. 

The flux linkage of the fault set can be divided into flux 
leakage and airgap flux linkages. The latter will be linked by 
both the healthy and fault turns [1]. Hence, the airgap flux 
linkages can be separated from the total flux linkages by (9), 
where ���, (k= d, q, and 0) denotes the airgap flux linkage 
in the kth axis while �� is the leakage inductance. ��� equals ��  since no zero sequence current exists in the 3-phase 
winding. ��� = ��� − ����� ��� = ��� − ����� ��� = �� 

(9) 

The airgap flux linkages are produced by the PM field and 
the armature reaction MMF. The PM flux linkage has a 
sinusoidal distribution in the airgap when the high order 
harmonics are ignored. As discussed above, the MMF in the 
airgap consists of an MMF AC component and an offset 
component. The resultant flux linkage is proportional to the 
MMF component. Thus, the flux linkage produced by the 
MMF AC component also has a sinusoidal distribution if the 
high order harmonics are ignored. However, this is not the 
case for the flux linkage produced by the offset component. 
All the airgap flux linkage components will be linked by the 
fault turns, however, they should be accounted separately 
due to different distributions. 

First, the airgap flux linkage produced by the MMF offset 
component is considered. For example, the flux linkage of 
phase A due to the offset component �����  can be derived by 
(10) [22] where ����� and ����� denote the resultant airgap 
flux linkages for coils A1 and A2, respectively. ���, ��� are 
the turn functions for coils A1 and A2 as shown in Fig. 2. � 
is the radius of the stator inner bore and � is the axial length 
of the stator stack. ���(�)  is the inverse airgap function 
given in (11). The resultant flux linkages in phases B and C, ���� and ����, can be derived similarly. ���� = ����� + �����           = ���� ∫ ���(�) (��� + ���)����� ��  (10) ���(�) = � + �cos(2� + ��) (11) 

 
Fig. 7.  Flux linkage distribution induced by the offset component. 

Since the coils are full-pitched and �����  is constant over 
the region occupied by the ABC set, it can be shown that ����� equals �����, and they have the same phase angle as ����. Further, it can be deduced that ���� equals ����. Due 
to the opposite polarity of the turn function for phase C 
compared to that of phases A and B, the offset flux linkage 
of phase C has an opposite polarity as shown in (12) and Fig. 
7. ���� = ���� = −���� (12) 

Since the fault turns are located in coil A1, the flux linked 
by the fault turns is proportional to ����� which is half of ����. The flux linkages produced by the offset component, ����, ����, ����, may be estimated from the 4D tables by 
(13) where ����  represents inverse ��  transform. In the 
bracket, the first component denotes the flux linkages 
produced by the MMF AC and offset components together 
with the PMs while the second component denotes the flux 
linkages without the offset component. By subtracting the 
two components, the flux linkages produced by the offset 
component are obtained when the effect of magnetic 
saturation is neglected. Nonetheless, the saturation is 
insignificant in a turn fault case since the short circuit current 
tends to reduce the flux density in the fault region. Thus, the 
error caused by (13) would be relatively small as will be seen 
in the subsequent sections. 

�������������� = ���� �����, ���, ���, ����� � − ����, ���, ���, 0�����, ���, ���, ����� � − ����, ���, ���, 0�����, ���, ���, ����� � − ����, ���, ���, 0�� 

 (13) 
The flux linkage of the fault turns due to the MMF offset 

component is proportional to the number of fault turns, Nf, 
and can be expressed in (14). ����� = ���� ����  (14) 

 
Fig. 8.  Phasor diagram of AC flux linkages. 

On the other hand, the flux linkages due to the PMs and 
MMF AC component have a sinusoidal distribution in the 
airgap and they are denoted as AC flux linkages (����, ����, ����  for each phase). The phasor diagram of the AC flux 
linkages of the phases and coils are illustrated in Fig. 8. 
Therefore, the AC component of flux linkage of the fault 
turns is proportional to the AC flux linkage of coil A1, �����, 
where the fault occurs. However, �����  differs from ���� 
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both in magnitude and phase angle. This explains why the 
different flux linkage components have to be dealt with 
separately. 

Subtracting the total airgap flux linkages in (9) by the 
offset flux linkage components in (13) in the dq frame, the 
AC flux linkages of set ABC, ���� , ����, ���� , can be 
obtained in (15). �������������� = ����������� − ��������������  (15) 

The result can be projected to the fault turns in the 
direction of coil A1 axis given in (16) considering the coil 
location and the number of fault turns. The coil location of 
the fault turns is considered by the angle of coil A1 with 
respect to the d axis. ����� = ���� ��� ��° (���� cos(�� + 15°)                  −���� sin(�� + 15°) + ����) 

(16) 

In addition, the slot leakage flux induced by the currents 
of the healthy and fault turns in coil A1 should be considered 
since it has noticeable impact on the fault current [1, 24]. The 
leakage flux of the fault turns ����  is accounted by (17), 
where ���  is the self-leakage inductance of the fault turns 
whereas ��� is the mutual leakage inductance between the 
healthy turns and the fault turns in the same slot. It is worth 
noting that ���  and ���  are calculated according to the 
formulas in [1, 12] which are dependent on the slot position 
of the fault turns. Thus, the influence of the slot position of 
the fault turns is included. ���� = ����� + ���(�� − ��) (17) 

Finally, the total flux linkage of the fault turns can be 
obtained in (18) as a sum of (14), (16) and (17). ��� = ����� + ����� + ���� (18) 

C.  Voltage Equations 
Based on the derived flux linkages of the fault turns and 

fault set ABC, the voltage equations of the fault turns and the 
three 3-phase sets are written as follows. The resistance of 
the fault turns are proportional to the number of fault turns ��. ���� + �� ����� = ��2� ����� − ��� + ������  ��� = ����� + ������ − ���� − ��3� ���� cos(��) ��� = ����� + ������ + ���� + ��3� ���� sin(��) ���,� = �����,� + ����,��� − ����,� ���,� = �����,� + ����,��� + ����,� 

(19) 

The severity of the turn fault can represented by the 
external fault resistance �� . In healthy case, the fault 
resistance is infinity leading to zero fault current. Whilst in 
fault case, the fault resistance decreases and becomes very 
small as the insulation breaks down. Hence, large fault 
current is induced as will be shown in the subsequent 
sections.  

The voltage equations for the other two 3-phase sets 
remain unchanged as in healthy condition while the 
influence of the fault current has been considered by the 
MMF offset components in (8). Thus, the general model has 

been adapted for representing the machine behavior under 
the STF, taking into the account the coil location and slot 
position of the fault, and the number of fault turns. 

The complete model is described by the flux linkages and 
torque LUTs of the three 3-phase windings shown in Fig. 4, 
the flux linkage of the faulted turns in (14)-(18) and the 
voltage equations in (19). They can be simulated using an 
algebraic-differential equation (ADE) solver, such as 
Simscape or Saber. The model can be used to study 
mitigation measures, for example, by application of terminal 
short-circuit when a turn fault is detected. It also allows for 
simulation of fault signatures and hence aids the 
development of fault detection algorithms. 

IV.  SIMULATION VALIDATION 
The developed STF model is examined by comparing the 

predictions by the model with FE results under different fault 
scenarios including faults occurred in different coils, with 
and without the mitigation action, namely application of TSC. 

A.  STF without Terminal Short Circuit 
First, a single turn short circuit fault without TSC is 

evaluated. The STF occurred in coil A1 as discussed above. 
All 3-phase sets are excited by 120A phase currents with 51 
gamma angle, i.e., the angle between the current vector and 
q-axis, at 4000rpm. This is the maximum torque per Ampere 
operating condition. The predicted turn fault current matches 
well with the FE result as shown in Fig. 9. It can be seen that 
the fault current is 9 times greater than the rate and this will 
cause significant distortion to the phase flux linkages as can 
be seen in Fig. 10, where the phase flux linkages predicted 
by the model with the equivalent inputs (�, ���, ���, ����� ) 
and by FE analysis are very close. The flux linkage of phase 
A where the fault is located is lower than those of phases B 
and C due to flux nullifying effect of the turn fault current. 
The resultant torque is also predicted by the proposed model 
with reasonable accuracy compared with the FE prediction 
as illustrated in Fig. 11. For the purpose of comparison, the 
healthy torque under the same operation condition is also 
shown in Fig. 11. As can be observed, the fault gives rise to 
a significant 2nd harmonic in the torque waveform under turn 
fault condition. The 2nd harmonic torque component is 
mainly caused by the turn fault current which breaks the 
symmetry of the multiple 3-phase operation. 

 
Fig. 9.  Turn fault current with STF in coil A1 without TSC. 
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Fig. 10.  Phase flux with STF in coil A1 without TSC. 

 
Fig. 11.  Torque with STF in coil A1 without TSC. 

Since the STF may occur in other coils, one turn short 
circuit in coil B2 is also examined under the same condition 
as previously stated. The resultant turn fault current is shown 
in Fig. 12. Again, the prediction matches well with the FE 
result. The phase flux linkages and torque are also accurately 
predicted and they are not given because similar behavior to 
those in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 is observed. Thus, the model is 
capable of analyzing the STF behavior when the fault occurs 
in different coils. 

 
Fig. 12.  Turn fault current with STF in coil B2 without TSC. 

B.  STF with Terminal Short Circuit 
The excessive turn fault current would cause catastrophic 

damage to the machine and therefore mitigation action 
should be applied immediately. For the machine under 
consideration, the STF can be alleviated by applying TSC to 
the fault set. After the TSC, the voltages in (19) applied to 
the fault set become zero. 

Initially, the single STF behavior in coil A1 with TSC is 
analyzed. The other two sets are still excited by the rated 
currents at 4000rpm with the same gamma angle. The 
resultant turn fault current and the phase currents predicted 
by the model and FE are compared in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14, 
respectively. Both the turn fault current and phase currents 
match well with the FE results. It is seen that the phase 
currents in the fault set is much lower than the rated. 
Consequently, although the rms current in the faulted turn is 
~60% greater than the rated, the resultant overall heating 
effect of the faulty 3-phase set is indeed lower than the rated. 
Hence, the machine is capable of providing ~2/3 pu torque 
as shown in Fig. 15, where it is seen that the 2nd harmonic 
torque ripple is also much reduced after application of TSC.  

 
Fig. 13.  Turn fault current with STF in coil A1 with TSC. 

 
Fig. 14.  Phase currents with STF in coil A1 with TSC. 

 
Fig. 15.  Torque with STF in coil A1 with TSC. 

 
Fig. 16.  Turn fault current with fault in coil B2 with TSC. 

Similarly, one turn fault in coil B2 is evaluated under the 
same operation condition. The model and FE predicted turn 
fault current is reasonably close as shown in Fig. 16. Small 
error is noticed in the peak region which may be caused by 
ignoring the high order harmonics in the model derivations. 
And the turn fault current in coil B2 is higher than that of coil 
A1 which confirms the conclusion in [19]. 

It should be noted that although the model predictions are 
based on the FE lookup tables, the equivalent inputs for the 
flux linkage and torque LUTs and the flux linkage of the fault 
turns are derived based on a linear analysis and neglecting 
high order harmonics. They introduce prediction errors. 
Under TSC, the fault set phase currents are also predicted by 
the model. Hence, the errors in the phase current predictions 
also contribute to additional inaccuracy of the turn fault 
current. Nevertheless, the machine behavior with the rated 
current under saturation is well predicted albeit the errors in 
high order harmonics are evident. 

V.  EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION 
The developed STF model has been validated by tests on 

a prototype 9-phase PMA SynRM whose specification is 
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given in Table I. The machine is mounted on the 
dynamometer via the torque transducer as shown in Fig. 17. 
During the tests the dyno operates at a given speed while the 
machine is in torque control mode fed by a DSP-controlled 
9-phase inverter, consisting of three 3-phase standard 
inverters. The same PI parameters of the DSP controller are 
used in the turn fault model to predict the fault behavior. 

The STF test setup is illustrated in Fig. 18. A single turn 
fault has been specially implemented in coil A1 of set ABC. 
Thick cables have been connected to the fault turn to 
minimize the additional impedance. The leads are connected 
to the relay for fault emulation. The additional resistance and 
inductance of external cable leads is 1.2m and 1µH while 
the resistance of the relay is 0.2m. All these additional 
impedance has been considered in the model for predicting 
the STF behavior. 

 
Fig. 17.  The 9 phase PMA SynRM test rig. 

    
(a) Cable leads (b) Relay 

Fig. 18.  STF test setup. 

A.  STF without TSC 
According to the analysis in section IV-A, the turn fault 

current without TSC is excessive at the rated operation point 
that may cause permanent damage. Thus, the STF in coil A1 
is tested at 2000rpm while all three 3-phase sets are excited 
with 50A. The STF is triggered by closing the relay for 0.3s. 
The measured turn fault current matches well with the model 
prediction as shown in Fig. 19. Under this fault condition, 
the measured and predicted phase currents of the fault set are 
compared in Fig. 21 while the reference voltage from the 
DSP control and predicted voltages are compared Fig. 21. 
There are small mismatches in the reference and predicted 
voltages since the voltage applied to the windings are not 
exactly equal to the reference voltage due to inverter non-
linearity. Similarly, the currents and voltages of the healthy 
DEF set are compared in Fig. 22 and Fig. 23 which also show 
good agreement. The currents and voltages in the healthy 
GHI set are similar and therefore not shown. 

 
Fig. 19.  Measured and predicted turn fault current with STF in coil A1. 

 
Fig. 20.  Measured and predicted phase currents in faulty ABC set with STF 
in coil A1. 

 
Fig. 21. Reference and predicted dq axis voltages of faulty ABC set with 
STF in coil A1. 

 
Fig. 22.  Measured and predicted phase currents in healthy DEF set with 
STF in coil A1. 

 
Fig. 23.  Reference and predicted dq axis voltages of healthy DEF set with 
STF in coil A1. 

The STF is also tested with different current excitation 
from 10A to 50A at 2000rpm. The measured and predicted 
rms fault currents are compared in Fig. 24. It is evident that 
predicted the fault current agrees well with the measurement 
under different operation conditions. 

As shown in Fig. 1, coil A1 where the fault is emulated is 
the leading coil in the ABC 3-phase windings when the rotor 
rotates anti-clockwise. However, when the rotor rotates 
clockwise, it becomes the trailing coil, or equivalent to coil 
B2 when rotating anti-clockwise. Therefore, the fault current 
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under the STF in coil B2 is measured by rotating the rotor in 
the reverse direction. The measured turn fault current with 
50A in the healthy sets at 2000rpm is compared with the 
prediction in Fig. 26 while the measured and predicted rms 
variations of the fault current with the current excitation in 
the healthy sets from 10A to 50A at 2000rpm are compared 
in Fig. 27. Good agreements are seen in both cases. 

 
Fig. 24.  Measured and predicted rms turn fault current variation with phase 
current under STF in coil A1. 

 
Fig. 25.  Measured and predicted turn fault current with STF in coil B2. 

 
Fig. 26.  Measured and predicted rms turn fault current variation with phase 
current under STF in coil B2. 

B.  STF with TSC 
The STF behavior has also been tested with the 

application of mitigation action. After applying TSC on the 
fault set, the turn fault current is reduced to a much lower 
value. Thus, the STF can be tested at 4000rpm with 120A in 
healthy sets. Fig. 27 and Fig. 28 compare the measured and 
predicted turn fault current and phase currents in the faulted 
ABC set. The predictions match the measurements very well. 
It can be seen from Fig. 27 that while the measured and 
predicted fault currents are of similar waveforms to those in 
Fig. 13, their amplitudes are lower. This is because the 
additional impedance introduced in the fault emulation 
circuit is not considered in the simulation study in section 
IV-B. Meanwhile, the measured and predicted currents in the 
healthy DEF set is compared in Fig. 29 and the reference 
voltages and predicted voltages are compared in Fig. 30. 
Similar good agreements between the measurements and 
predictions are observed. The variations of the measured and 
predicted rms turn fault currents with phase currents in the 
healthy sets are shown in Fig. 31 where the maximum error 
below 10% is seen.  

The STF currents in coil B2 with TSC under the same 
operation conditions are also measured and the results are 

compared with the predictions in Fig. 32 and Fig. 33. Again, 
similar good agreement between the measurements and 
predictions is evident. It is worth noting that the error in Fig. 
33 is slightly higher than that of Fig. 31. This is because the 
error in predicting the fault set phase currents introduce 
additional error in prediction of the turn fault current using 
the proposed model. 

 
Fig. 27.  Measured and predicted turn fault currents with STF in coil A1 
when TSC is applied. 

 
Fig. 28.  Measured and predicted short circuit phase currents with STF in 
coil A1 when TSC is applied. 

 
Fig. 29.  Measured and predicted phase currents in healthy DEF set currents 
with STF in coil A1 when TSC is applied. 

 
Fig. 30.  Reference and predicted dq axis voltages in healthy DEF set with 
STF in coil A1 when TSC is applied. 

 
Fig. 31.  Variations of measured and predicted rms turn fault current with 
phase current under STF in coil A1 when TSC is applied. 
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Fig. 32.  Measured and predicted turn fault currents with STF in coil B2 
when TSC is applied. 

 
Fig. 33.  Variations of measured and predicted rms turn fault current with 
phase current under STF in coil B2 when TSC is applied. 

C.  STF in Transient 
The STF behavior has been also tested at 2000rpm with 

50A phase current in transient mode. The measured turn fault 
current together with the phase currents are compared with 
the model predicted values in Fig. 34-Fig. 36. Initially, the 
machine is operating in healthy condition. The fault current 
is zero while the currents of sets ABC and DEF are 
symmetrical. A single turn fault is injected at 0.162s in coil 
B2. Consequently, large fault current is induced and its peak 
amplitude is about 460A as shown in Fig. 34. Some 
distortion is seen in the currents of the fault 3-phase set in 
Fig. 35 while the currents of the healthy set are still well 
controlled as shown in Fig. 36. It is seen that the measured 
fault current, the phase currents of the fault 3-phase set and 
the healthy 3-phase set all agree well with the model 
predictions. It confirms that the proposed model can capture 
the transient fault behavior with good accuracy. Therefore, 
the proposed model can be used to aid the development of 
fault detection techniques over the whole operation range 
and with different external fault resistance. It is not possible 
to test all fault scenarios as the fault current is destructive and 
may damage the machine. By employing the proposed model, 
the fault behavior and detection technique can be examined 
by simulation. 

 
Fig. 34.  Measured and predicted transient turn fault currents with STF in 
coil B2 at 2000rpm. 

 
Fig. 35.  Measured and predicted fault set phase fault currents with STF in 
coil B2 at 2000rpm. 

 
Fig. 36.  Measured and predicted healthy set phase currents with STF in coil 
B2 at 2000rpm. 

VI.  CONCLUSION 
In this paper, a STF model has been developed for a triple 

redundant 3-phase PMA SynRM accounting for the 
influence of fault location in different coils and slots, and the 
number of short-circuit turns. It is capable of predicting the 
machine STF behavior under various operating conditions 
with and without terminal short circuit. The developed fault 
model is computationally efficient, and it facilitates the 
development of fault detection and mitigation techniques. 
The accuracy of the model under various fault scenarios has 
been demonstrated by extensive FE simulations and 
experimental tests. 
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